We give here the corrections of the Proposition of S. Kobayashi and K. Nomizu concerning the derivation and skew-derivation of the algebra of differential forms on a differentiable manifold.
A derivation or a skew-derivation D of ^D (AT) is said to be of degree k if it maps ^'(AT) into 6fir+k(M) for every r. Then the following proposition is given in S. Kobayashi and K. Nomizu [2] . Proposition.
[Case B]. If D is a derivation of degree k and D' is a skew-derivation of degree k', then we have:
(1) If k is even, then DD' -D'D is a skew-derivation of degree k + k'.
(2) If k is odd, then there exists no nonzero derivation nor skew-derivation of TSUNEO SUGURI
(1) If k and k' are both even, then DD' -D'D is a derivation of degree k + k'.
(2) If k and k' are both odd, then DD' + D'D is a derivation of degree k + k'.
(3) If one of k or k' is even and the other is odd, then there exists no nonzero derivation nor skew-derivation of the type DD' -D'D or of the type DD' + D'D.
